WHY MENTORING MATTERS
for men
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Building Dynamic Mentorships to Advance Gender Collaboration

What will other people think?
Why me(n)? Why now?
What’s in it for me?

Mentoring is good for women. It’s well documented and talked about often. But what
is missing in the conversation is that mentoring is also good for men. Engaging in
mentorship across gender has tangible benefits for the men who chose to do so.
Men who mentor women learn to lead more inclusively, grow their leadership skills and
reputation for collaboration and talent development, and help their workplace’s culture
of diversity and inclusion thrive.
Two Navy guys are here to tell you why mentoring women matters.
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What’s in it for me?
Before becoming professors at the United States Naval

•

Established reputation as excellent developers of

Academy, we each had careers in the Navy where we

talent—female and male—often become known

saw firsthand the importance and power of mentoring

as star-makers. And star-makers tend to be prized

women. Great mentors know that it’s not only the

and rewarded by smart leaders for increasing the

mentees who benefit from mentorship.

performance of the organization as well as helping
retain top talent.

Here’s a little secret: if you’re a guy and an excellent
mentor to women, chances are you’ll benefit from

•

Finally, mentees often provide their mentors with an

these relationships too, often in powerful and

excellent and current source of insider information

measurable ways. In the earliest study of mentoring

and a fresh perspective about the organization.

relationships at work, male-female mentoring

Because some mentors operate in upper levels

alliances resulted in synergy, enjoyment, and creative

of leadership, they can feel detached or insulated

innovations.

from others. Frequent engagement with mentees
offers a key connection to lower levels of the

Male mentors of women report:

•

organization.

More effective leadership from a diversified range
of interpersonal skills.

•

Increased sense of purpose and genuine
gratification about giving to the next generation

Great mentors know that it’s not only the
mentees who benefit from mentorship.

of leaders while enhancing their organization’s
prospects for success.

•

Feeling better about themselves as a person,
developed patience, and increased feelings

•

As a minority group in many organizations—always at

of effectiveness.

risk of being marginalized—women encounter unique

Broadened work and interpersonal skills

to their male counterparts. For this reason, intentional

through positive relationships with women.

•

If not me(n), then who?

Developed rich networks of relationships that help
them to outperform their peers in earning more
promotions and pay raises.

challenges and barriers to finding mentors compared
male mentors can be even more powerful and pivotal
for women.
Evidence from decades of research shows that
powerful male-female mentorships are far more likely
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So, where do we go from here?
to be initiated by the mentor, or mutually initiated by

Your job now is to ask more questions about how

both parties. The evidence is clear: men are uniquely

to foster mentorships across gender. By signing

positioned in many organizations to set the tone for

up for the Reciprocal Mentoring Lab, you will be

inclusivity in the workplace. Guys do this when they

guided in becoming a confident and courageous

intentionally sponsor the most talented men and

mentor to women. We advocate for a strengths-

women.

based approach to mentoring that doesn’t focus on

Powerful male mentors don’t wait. They purposefully
identify promising women in their organizations and
reach out, initiating interaction and support without
being asked. This means being proactive and taking
the initiative for sponsoring talented women in the
same way you sponsor talented men.

Who am I to advocate for women?
Guys, we get it. As two Navy men who have spent
years advocating for the greater mentorship and
sponsorship of women, we’ve been there. You
might just be tormenting yourself with the, “What
Will Everyone Think?” Syndrome. A sudden interest
in helping women in your organization may at first
feel uncomfortable for you. You may worry that your
buddies will ask if you’ve suddenly joined the feminist
movement. Hey, been there, done that, got the t-shirt.

our gender differences or try to discount our unique
experiences by claiming we’re all the same. Instead,
we focus on recognizing, leveraging, and maximizing
the unique talents, skills, and abilities we all bring to
the workplace—no matter our gender. By being a
gender-inclusive mentor you will be recognized as a
key driver in helping build a cohesive and competitive
organization where everyone wins.
The fact is that men need more interaction with
women, not less. Having men work alongside women
as equals reduces prejudice and discrimination.
Mixed-gender mentoring programs, like the Reciprocal
Mentoring Lab, can inspire more positive male-female
interactions within organizations.
Sincerely,
Brad Johnson, Ph.D. & David Smith, Ph.D.

Without a clear-cut self-interest in mentoring women,
you may experience some backlash. But that won’t
last for long. The evidence is in: mentoring women
is good for women, organizations and mentors. The
alliance of men who support women at work is an
alliance we all should belong to.
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W. Brad Johnson, Ph.D.

David Smith, Ph.D.

Senior Consultant,

Senior Consultant,

Maryland

Rhode Island

W. Brad Johnson is

As a former Navy pilot,

Professor of Psychology

Dr. Smith led diverse

in the Department of

organizations of women

Leadership, Ethics, and

and men, culminating

Law at the United States

in his command of a

Naval Academy, and a

combat squadron and

Faculty Associate in the Graduate School of Education

over 3,000 hours of flight time over 19 years, including

at Johns Hopkins University.

combat missions in Iraq and Afghanistan.

As a Clinical Psychologist, Dr. Johnson is a mentoring

As a sociologist trained in military sociology and social

expert who specializes in developing gender-inclusive

psychology, he focuses his research in gender, work,

mentoring cultures for organizations around the globe.

and family issues including dual career families, military

Dr. Johnson is the author of numerous publications

families, women in the military, and retention of women.

including 13 books in the areas of mentoring,
professional ethics, and leadership.

Dr. Smith is the Associate Professor of Sociology in
the National Security Affairs Department at the United
States Naval War College.

W. Brad Johnson and David Smith are co-authors of
Athena Rising: How and Why Men Should Mentor Women.
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